This site is an excellent source of information, ideas, links and prayers for staff and students of school communities. Click on the Catching Fire logo on the main BCEC website for more details.

http://www.bne.catholic.edu.au

What is Evangelisation?
Evangelisation is, first and foremost, the spreading of the Good News of Jesus Christ, and it is a step of our Christian walk that naturally follows on from a meaningful encounter with Him. (Click here)

Church Teaching on Evangelisation - Pope Paul VI said that for the Church to evangelise, it means bringing the Good News into, and transforming, every level of humanity, and making the whole of humanity new in the process. (Click here)

Who must be evangelised? Ourselves.
Looking at it this way, we are reminded that we all fall short of perfection in some way, and we see that we all need to be converted more and more to Christ. In fact, when we talk about evangelisation, we must begin by evangelising ourselves. (Click here)
Formation Opportunities

Here you will find a range of formation opportunities, which include our Catching Fire Staff Formation program, some fantastic 'Do It Yourself' Formation options and our wonderful new and expanding Catching Fire Formation Network! Browse these possibilities for planning and goal setting and for your own formation journey.

Staff Formation Program

DIY Formation

Formation Network

Places to Go